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All projects are time critical, and all projects demand maximum performance at minimal cost.  
And all stakeholders want to ensure comformance with current and proposed regulations.
Introducing QSS, the Quick Select System to answer those needs that industry demands but up until now have been hard to find.

And the process is this simple:
1.  Select the performance level (Capturestream, Britstream Extract only or DishWash)

2.  Select the best size (choose from the easy-to-use Size Chart)

3.  Order your canopy (and receive drawings immediately)

4.  Your canopy will be ready ex-factory in three weeks from date of order*

5.  Enjoy the time and $$ savings!

A summary of the Britannia models and sizes now available under the QSS System are on the  
following pages with reference charts to make selection and ordering fast and easy. 
No delays waiting for approval drawings, no lengthy manufacturing times, no guesswork.

Welcome to QSS — specifying the right canopy at the right price just got a whole lot easier!

 The QSS Modular System and what it means for you

FSM

*Subject to existing work load, FOB Sydney

With the modular Britannia system, specifying a low velocity 
high performance canopy for the most demanding installation 
just got a whole lot easier and faster! 
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Britannia performance canopies:

Britstream Extract Only (BE)
For superior performance through intelligent world-class Superstream  
baffle filter technology that contributes to lower exhaust air rates and 
improve particulate capture.
Extract only models suit those installations where high performance and 
economy is the requirement.

Capturestream CS3 with Induction technology
Offering total control over make-up air by providing a ‘Capturestream ’ of 
air across the front and both sides of the canopy, plus diffused air to the 
front and spot cooling for the ultimate in performance.  
Fitted with Superstream world-class baffle filter technology to lower 
exhaust air rates and improve particulate capture.
Capturestream models with induction supply across the canopy suit those 
installations where ultimate performance is paramount.

Britstream DishWash  (DWE)
High performance through well proven world-class design.
Condensate models are manufactured to the latest standards for 
trouble free installation.
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Canopy renders for illustrative purposes only



Simply choose the best size canopy from the charts below -  
wall canopies are 1650mm deep, (Island 3300mm deep) x 490 high . All canopies supplied with skirt  up to a total of 750mm high if required.

 Capturestream CS3 - extract with supply air, spot cooling and Capturestream Induction
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*Note: This is the Maximum Extract Volume L/s quoted for each canopy size, specific air flow data will be supplied on request.



Simply choose the best size canopy from the charts below -  
wall canopies are 1650mm deep, (Island 3300mm deep) x 490 high . All canopies supplied with skirt  up to a total of 750mm high if required.

  Britstream BE -extract only  &  DWE DishWash/condensate
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*Note: This is the Maximum Extract Volume L/s quoted for each canopy size, specific air flow data will be supplied on request.



 Capturestream CS3 1200 x 1650  - Standard Drawing
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 Britstream BE 1200 x 1650  - Standard DrawingQUICK SELECT SYSTEM
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Britannia canopies are proudly manufactured in Australia under licence from Britannia UK

Schematic of typical Combi Oven installation  
using CS3 Capturestream 1650mm deep 
canopy to conform with AS 1668.2 - 2012

Britannia Kitchen Ventilation
A business unit of FSM [Food Service Machinery] P/L

HEAD OFFICE: Unit E6, 63-85 Turner Street, Port Melbourne, Victoria 3207, Australia
Tel: (03) 8645 2555  F: (03) 8645 2565  E: sales@fsm-pl.com.au   W: www.fsm-pl.com.au

NSW & QLD OFFICE: Unit 15, 7-9 Progress Circuit, Prestons, NSW 2170
Tel: (02) 9608 8620   F: (02) 9607 9370

QSS is a registered trademark of FSM PL
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